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SOCIAL SCIENCE
PART- I
I. Choose the correct answer from the options given: 13x1=13

a) Homo habilis

b) Homo erectus

c) Homo sapiens

d) Neanderthal man

9. ______ is the rigid outer layer of the earth.
a) Core

1. The grant of universal franchise creates _________.
a) Social equality

b) Economic equality

c) Political equality

d) Legal equality

b) Mantle

c) Crust

b) earthquakes

b) 1921

c) 1922

d) 1923

3. Assertion (A) : India has parliamentary form of democracy.

a) Gondwana

b) South

a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) explains (A)

a) aggradations b) degradation

b) Both (A) & (R) are true and(R) does not explain (A)

4. The ______ income is also called as per capita income.
c) people

d) monthly

5. ______ resources are those which will get exhausted after years
of use.
b) Renewable

c) Non-renewable

d) New

6. ______ is genetically closest to human.
b) Chimpanzee

c) gradation d) none

b) Alluvial ban

c) Delta

d) Gorge

II. Match the following:

d) (A) are wrong (R) are true
b) total

d) West

13. _______ is seen in the lower course of the river.
a) Rapids

c) Both (A) and (R) are not true

c) East

12. The process of the leveling up of land by means of natural
agents _________.

a) Gorilla

d) fold/fault

11. Many million years ago, India was a part of the super

Reason: (R) : Indian parliament comprises two houses.

a) Natural

c) tectonic

continent __________.

year __________.

a) average

d) Inner Core

10. Diastrophism is connected to ___________.
a) volcanism

2. The first general elections were held in British India in the
a) 1920

8. Direct ancestor of modern man was _________.

c) Orang-utan d) Great apes

7. Hand axes and cleavers are the important tool types of the ____

5x1=5

a) Autocracy

-

Acheulian

b) Human resource

-

Seismograph

c) Composite Volcano

-

Pacific Ocean

d) Earthquake

-

North Korea

e) Hand axe tools

-

Education

III. Answer any seven of the following questions briefly.
HISOTRY (any two)
15. List out the features of megalithic burial types.
16. Discuss the age of speculation made humans become

culture.
a) upper Paleolithic

b) lower Paleolithic

c) middle Paleolithic culture

d) None of the above

conscious and knowledgeable.

7x2=14

17. Examine the tool making technical skills of lower Paleolithic
people?

31. Earliest lithic assemblages of Human ancestors:
a) Where are achealian tools are reported to have been found

GEOGRAPHY (any two)

in Karnataka and in Madhya Pradesh?

18. What is Tsunami?

b) What is Burin?

19. Define plate tectonics.

c) What are Bibace tools?

20. Write about the pacific ring of fire.

d) Name a few stone tools used by the human ancestors?

CIVICS (any two)

VI. Answer any three questions in a paragraph:

21. Mention the forms of democracy.

32. a) The development in the fields of agriculture, pottery and

22. Distinguish between direct and indirect democracy?

metal tools are considered a landmark in the life of

23. Give Abraham Lincoln‟s definition for democracy?

megalithic period - Substantiate.

ECONOMICS (any one)
24. Expand the following 1) NNP

3x5=15

(or)

2) PCI

b) The history of humans is closely related to the history of

25. What is solar power?

earth Elucidate.

IV. Distinguish between any two of the following:

2x2=4

33. a) Describe the structure of the earth.

26. Core and crust

(or)

27. Shield volcano & volcanic dome.

b) Explain the effect of volcanoes.

28. Divergent and convergent boundaries.

34. a) Explain the conditions necessary for the success of

29. Epicenter and hypocenter?

democracy in India.

PART - D

(or)

V. Answer all the questions given under each caption by
selecting any one:
30. Hominid & Hominines:

b) Describe in detail about environmental policies in India
1x4=4

VII. Map:
35. Mark the following places on the world outline map.

a) Who are hominids?

a) Pacific Ring of fire

b) Earthquake prone zone (any one)

b) Who was the earlier human ancestor to make tools

c) one active volcano

d) Alps range

in Africa?
c) How are the modern humans known?
d) Name any one species of this tribe.

e) Rift valley of east Africa
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ENGLISH
Section - A (Vocabulary)
I. Choose the appropriate synonym of the underlined words:
4x1=4
1. Practice hard and see what magic can transpire.
a) stop
b) remove
c) vanish
d) reveal
2. I wanted to pursue cricket seriously.
a) assist
b) retreat
c) follow
d) give up
3. „Middle-aged man on the flying trapeze‟ he muttered to
himself.
a) utter in a low voice
b) speak loudly
c) shouted
d) screamed
4. She was tired of pruning rose bushes and bougainvilea.
a) augmenting
b) growing
c) trimming d) spreading
II. Choose the correct antonym of the word underlined below:
4x1=4
5. The man burst out laughing.
a) wailing
b) grinning
c) mocking d) kidding
6. Dirty clothes often added to the embarrassment.
a) shame
b) comfort
c) awkwardness d) humiliation
7. Sir also punished me on one occasion.
a) chastened
b) exonerated
c) birched d) penalized
8. Winning the one rupee coin used to give me immense
satisfaction.
a) extensive
b) little
c) enormous
d) great
III. Fill in the blanks with the correct homophones:
1x1=1
9. The ______ is on his way to the castle, but travelling at ______
is very dangerous. (Knight/night)
IV. Use the words given below in your own sentences so as
to get two different meanings:
1x1=1
10. Watch

V. Frame a new word for the suffix and prefix given below:
2x1=2
11. -ness

12. re Section - B (Grammar)
VI. Choose the most appropriate preposition from the
bracket:
1x1=1
13. We have been living in Chennai _______ eight years.
(for/since)
VII. Write the full form of the following:
1x1=1
14. he‟d
VIII. Complete the following sentence using the appropriate
form of the adjective:
1x1=1
15. Neeun is _________ than her sister. (pretty, prettier,
prettiest)
Section - C (Prose)
IX. Answer any five of the following questions in two or
three sentences:
5x2=10
16. What was the opportunity that transformed the life
of Sachin?
17. What acted as a safety valve?
18. What did embarrass Sachin in the bus?
19. Why did Sachin feel that the schedule of the camp was
rigorous?
20. What did the visitor do with the turnstile when he was a boy?
21. Mention the treasures the visitor had kept in the hollow of the
tree.
22. What was the purpose of the narrator‟s visit?
Section - D (Poem)
X. Quote from memory:
1x5=5
He gives his ………
……… dark and deep.
XI. Read the lines and answer the following questions: 4x1=4
23. He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.
a) Who does „he‟ refer to?

b) Identify the season with these lines.
24. My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near.
Pick out the rhyming words.
25. I was angry with my foe:
I told it not, my wrath did grow.
Who was the poet angry with?
XII. Read the lines and answer the questions that follow: 4x1=4
26. And miles to go before I sleep.
And miles to go before I sleep.
Bring out the figure of speech in the above lines.
27. Whose woods these are I think I know
His house is in the village though
He will not see me stopping here.
Find out the rhyme scheme in the above lines.
28. I was angry with my friend
I told my wrath, my wrath did end.
Pick out the rhyming words
29. And I watered it in fears
Night and morning with my tears
What figure of speech is used in „watered it in fears‟?
XIII. Answer any one of the following questions in a
paragraph:
1x5=5
30. „Achrekar was a sincere coach.‟ substantiate.
31. Write an appreciation of the poem “Stopping by woods
on a Snowy Evening”.
Section - E (Supplementary)
XIV. Choose the correct answer:
3x1=3
32. Now, in the neighbouring house, there dwelt a
covetous and ______ old couple.
a) generous
b) wealthy
c) stingy
33. At last, the dog stopped at a certain spot and began to
__________.
a) watch
b) sniff
c) shout
34. The wicked old people _____ their ways and led a good and
virtuous life.
a) deformed
b) smashed
c) mended
XV. Identify the character /speaker:
3x1=3
35. They seized the dog and killed him.
36. They gathered the treasure.
37. Bow, Wow, Wow!

XVI. Complete the sentences with the help of the hints given in
the mind map:
3x1=3
In the olden days, there
lived an honest man
his wife.

The old folks went out
to work. (iii)________

They had a (i) _________

They used to feed it with
fish and (ii) _____from their
own kitchen.

Section - F (Language Function)
XVII. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her to spend the
summer vacation at your place.
XVIII. Complete the following dialogue appropriately:
1x4=4
Sherin : Keren, I have brought my family photo album to
show you.
Keren : Have you? let me see it. Oh!
Is this you? You must have been about five years old
when this was taken.
Sherin : Yes, This photo ______years old.
Keren : And who is this? ________?
Sheren : Yes, That‟s my mother.
Keren : _____________
Sherin : We took this photo when we had gone to Ooty for
vacation.
Keren : Is it? How was the trip?
Sherin : _________________.

